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Subject of the Grievance
This case concerns the overtime rate of pay for a work assignment outside of regular
work hours.

Facts of the Case
The grievant is a Lineman who worked his regular 7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. shift and
continued on an extension of the workday until released at approximately 12:45 a.m.
which qualified him for a rest period. The grievant had previously been prearranged to
report for an overtime assignment at 2:45 a.m. which he did. He continued working on
this assignment until 7:45 a.m. when he was released during his regular work hours for
a rest period.

The grievant was paid time and one-half from 2:45 a.m. until 7:45 a.m. At the Local
Investigating Committee meeting, Company agreed that the grievant should have been
paid double time from 7:00 a.m. until his release at 7:45 a.m.

Discussion
This case presents an interesting set of facts. The issue before the Pre-Review
Committee is whether the grievant should have been paid double time from 2:45 a.m.
until 7:00 a.m. A review of Section 208.2 of the Agreement does not support such a
conclusion. However, it is clear from the language of Section 208.11 (f) that if an
employee who has qualified for a rest period is required to work during regular hours, the
employee shall be paid at the double time rate. This is true even if the employee is
released from the overtime assignment but returns to work without having had eight
hours off. The double time rate during regular work hours is a penalty payment, a
disincentive for continuing to work employees entitled to a rest period.
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Given the number of hours that were worked by the grievant, perhaps there should have
been some review of whether the employee could safely perform the prearranged work
or if the work should have been assigned to another employee. Had another employee
been assigned, in all likelihood that would have resulted in a call-out and the double time
rate of pay.

Finally, the PRC reviewed Review Committee Decision 1575 which rendered a decision
based on the equities of the situation in the absence of clearly definitive language.

Decision
Consistent with the spirit and intent of Section 208.11, the PRCagrees that the grievant
should be paid at the double time rate for the work performed between 2:45 a.m. and
7:45 a.m. on September 30, 1999. He shall be paid % time for those hours at the 1999
rate of pay.
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